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Editorial

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
with the Bologna Children’s Book Fair
approaching rapidly it’s time for our new spring
catalogue.

Renate Reichstein

Rights Director
r.reichstein@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de
Phone: + 49 40 607 909 713

We had a very successful 2017 – license deal
wise – thanks to Peter Wohlleben’s first book
for young readers for which we sold translation
rights for 16 languages so far and look forward to
more to come this year. You might like to check
whether “your language” is still available. For
all of you interested in more non fiction, we offer
revised editions of ellermann’s most successful
“Natur Uhren” (“Nature clocks”) which
illustrate nature’s cycle the year round.
Unicorns are the new dinosaurs.

Katharina Depken

Rights Manager
k.depken@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de
Phone: + 49 40 607 909 782
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We have a very special specimen to offer: a
pig with a horn. “Emmi und Einschwein” is a
debut novel for readers aged 8 and all who love
heart warming stories written by Anna Böhm,
illustrated by Susanne Göhlich.
For the very young ones we have a board book
featuring a Unicorn without a horn (“Das
Einhorn ohne Horn vorn”) by our success-team
Susanne Weber and Tanja Jacobs.

Their board book “Die Eule mit der Beule” sold
more than 350.000 copies in Germany.
All seven volumes of Marah Woolf’s third
great saga “Federleicht” (“FeatherLight”) are
published this spring; a big chance for all of you
who love great reads and hate having to wait for
more.
These are only a few examples of our exciting
spring program. Have a look, browse through
this catalogue and feel free to ask for reading
copies.
Katharina and I are looking forward to seeing
you in Bologna; Katharina will also be in
London.
Best wishes

Renate Reichstein
Rights Director

Cover illustration from “Johnny und die Pommesbande. Wir sind die Schnellsten” (“Johnny and the Chip Gang – We are the Fastest!”, p. 20) by Horst Klein
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Board Books Age 12 Months +

Board Books to Go!
The Four Buggy Books Come With Simply, Affectionately Drawn Scenes to Delight Even the Tiniest Child.

Anna Marshall/Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Anna Marshall, Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Heike Vogel, Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Heike Vogel, Lena Kleine Bornhorst

My Little Buggy Book.
At Home

My Little Buggy Book.
Vehicles

My Little Buggy Book.
On the Farm

My Little Buggy Book.
Woodland Animals

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0896-9

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0893-8

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0894-5

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0895-2

Each book is devoted to a different subject: On the Farm, Woodland Animals,
At Home and Vehicles. Simple questions prompt the kiddies to seek and find.
So even the very youngest can see a squirrel climbing up the tree and a lorry
being loaded. With a little luck, they will see many of the scenes from the
book all around them when they are out in their buggy.

The colourful board picture books with their well-loved
everyday topics are ideal companions for on the road.
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Board Books Age 18 Months +

Board Books Age 24 Months +

Susanne Weber, Tanja Jacobs

Christiane Hansen, Anne Steinwart

Annette Swoboda

Nina Dulleck

The Unicorn With No Horn

Who’s Hidden My Hat?

A Kiss For You

Hello, Little Pony!

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0874-7

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0488-6

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0853-2

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0848-8

The little unicorn is in despair. His horn
simply refuses to grow! The goat offers to lend
him one. The rhino comforts him, saying that
his own horn also took a very long time to
grow. Then horse gives him a kiss to make him
feel better, and suddenly he feels something
tingling on his forehead.

Who will help Farmer Franz to search for it?
A book of surprises with push-pull tabs for
guessing with.

A great, big smacker for the whole wide world!
Enchanting pictures by Annette Swoboda.

A little pony explores the world. The little
pony is allowed outside for the very first
time and finds that there’s plenty to see
there. It strays into the vegetable garden,
a dog barks at it and then it meets a very
friendly bull. But the little pony has the
most fun in the meadow with his new
friend, the hare.

Enchanting unicorn story,
full of warmth and humour
and totally kitsch-free
A new favourite from the creators
of the popular “ ‘Ow!’ said the Owl”
(“Die Eule mit der Beule”)

Farmer Franz is looking for his hat. Perhaps
the children can help him? Look, there’s a
pink snout poking out here! The children pull
the tab and the pig pops into view. But the pig
hasn’t got the hat. They all search together
until the hat is finally found – with a family of
mice who had made themselves comfortable
inside it! A funny and affectionately written
story about searching and about guessing
animals.

Translation Rights sold to China

How do I kiss a koala bear? Easy-peasy! But
to kiss the giraffe, the child has to climb up
high into the tree – and it even has to hang
upside down from a branch to reach the sloth.
And what’s the best way to give a sparrow
a quick peck? That’s simple, on the swing!
In the end, of course, the biggest smacker of
all is for mummy! With its bright, colourful
illustrations by Annette Swoboda, its catchy
verses full of fun and surprises and its
affectionate kiss alphabet, this book makes
a perfect present for tiny tots. A positively
kissable picture book!

A touching discovery story
for very young pony fans by
star illustrator Nina Dulleck

“Ow!” Said The Owl
978-3-7891-6706-5
More than 300.000 copies
sold in Germany!
English translation available!
Translation Rights sold to China
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Board Books Age 24 Months +

Kerstin M. Schuld

Kerstin M. Schuld

Martina Leykamm

Frauke Weldin/Nele Winter

If the Lamp Lights Up,
it’s the Right Answer!
My Light-up City Book

If the Lamp Lights Up,
it’s the Right Answer!
My Light-up Woodland Book

Glow, Little Glow-worm!

Nowhere’s as Cosy to Cuddle
as with You

12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0870-9

12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0871-6

How do you recognise a bus driver?
Which market stall sells carrots? Where
do you buy shoes? Who makes music?
Every double page not only has plenty
for young explorers to see, but also a new
question and five to six possible answers.
Tap on the right answer, and the built-in
LED lamp will light up.

What kind of tree is that? Which of these
animals lives underwater? Who weaves
such beautiful webs? And which spot is
good for climbing? Tap on the correct
answer and the built-in LED lamp will
light up. Every double page not only has lots
for young explorers to see, but also a new
question and five to six possible answers.

Two new books in the light-up book series featuring a true light-bulb
effect when the children get the answer right as well as topical subjects.
Also available:
If the Lamp Lights Up, it’s the Right Answer!
My Light-Up Farm Book
ISBN: 978-3-7891-0797-9
If the Lamp Lights Up, it’s the Right Answer!
My Light-Up Home Book
ISBN 978-3-7891-0798-6
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12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0886-0

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0865-5

Because it’s too bright for the mole, the glowworm switches off its light for him, but then
he lets it shine again for other animals. That
way, the water flea need not feel afraid in the
dark and the mouse can find its way back to its
mouse hole. When all the animals are happy,
the glow-worm meets up with its friends and
they all dance merrily in the moonlight. Every
picture has a spot to press that makes the
glow-worm light up, and there’s one to make
the moon shine on the last page.

An interactive goodnight book for
little light-switch fans with a loveable
main character and child-appropriate
rhymes.
Clever concept, loveable main
character, child-appropriate rhymes

A sheep needs some sleep. The little sheep
is tired out and looking for a cosy place to
get some shut-eye. Then along comes a little
mouse, all alone and cold, and asks if he can
cuddle up with the sheep. There’s nowhere
snugger to sleep than with the little sheep, as
all the other animals agree. And soon a rabbit,
a racoon, a hedgehog and a squirrel also come
along in search of a warm place for the night.
In the end, all of the animals sleep rolled up
together in a cuddly ball.

A delightfully illustrated goodnight
book with cuddly-soft fur elements
and rhymes to repeat.

Board Books Age 24 Months +

Birgit Antoni

Eleni Livanios/Susanne Lütje

Miriam Koch

Heike Vogel/Anne-Kristin zur Brügge

Go on, Guess! What Can This Be?

Four little Easter Chicks Paint
One, Two, Three

An Egg for Easter Bunny Ethan

Hiding Easter Eggs is a Big Job

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0863-1

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0897-6

Easter Bunny Ethan paints the prettiest
Easter eggs far and wide, and he finds
the best hiding places, too. Everyone who
finds his eggs is really happy. But on Easter
morning, Ethan is very sad because, for
once, he would like to find an egg himself.
What a good thing his friend Bertha hid an
egg especially for him.

Hurray! At last the day has arrived when
the little bunny is allowed to hide an Easter
egg for the very first time. But where do you
hide decorated Easter eggs? The mole is
already filling up the molehill, the mouse’s
hole is no longer free, either, and the bird
has built her nest in the bush. By pulling
the sliders, the children can join in and help
the little bunny with his big Easter job of
hiding eggs!

12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0497-8

16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0778-8

Guessing fun with shadows. There’s so much
to see in the bedroom, in the kitchen, on the
farm, on the building site and in the street,
and now there’s also lots to guess, from the
building block tower to the goat on the farm,
from the excavator to the zebra crossing.
Some are only recognisable as a silhouette. So
the idea is to look hard, think and guess, and
perhaps you’ll be in for a surprise. Because
you only get to see exactly what the object is
when you open up the flap.

Interactive board picture book in
extra-large format with oodles of
guessing fun for the very young

One, two, three: the Easter egg is so pretty!
Four little Easter chicks want to paint Easter
eggs. What do they need for that? Water,
paint and brushes. The first chick runs off
to fetch water. The second chick brings the
paint and the third, the brushes. And what
about the fourth chick? It isn’t on its own for
long because the other three chicks are soon
back again and together they paint the most
beautiful Easter egg in the world.

Colourful Easter painting
fun with charming rhymes

A short story for Easter beginners
about the give and take of happiness

An elaborately produced book
with interactive sliders on the
cover and on every page
Lovely bright pictures!

Non-fiction book with special features
Extra-large format
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Stories to Read-Aloud Age 3+

Stories to Read-Aloud Age 4+

Various Authors / Cover by Heike Vogel

E. Zöller & B. Kolloch / Miriam Cordes

Andrea Schütze / Stéffie Becker

Henriette Wich / Anne-Kathrin Behl

My Favourite Five-Minute
Goodnight Stories

I am Me and I am Strong –
Read-Aloud Stories for
Self-Confident Children

Hoppity Hop Wants to be
an Easter Bunny

Little Witch Anna Lightning –
A Trip on the ABC Train

144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0087-5

Just five minutes more please! And as soon as
the little pyjama listeners have heard these
bedtime adventures about princesses, fairies
and pirates, they quickly close their eyes and
fall asleep. And no wonder, since five minutes
is just the right amount of time for little ones
to drop off to sleep, especially as these stories
are perfect for dreaming.

This collection consists of 22
popular five-minute stories from
the read-aloud series of ThreeFive-Eight-Minute Stories.

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0088-2

A book about learning to say “No”, being brave
and getting along with others.
Being able to express your feelings, admitting
that you are frightened and learning to stick
to your own opinions – these are all part of
growing up and make children self-confident
people; people who help and accept help from
others, who have the courage to apologize if
they have hurt someone, and who can say:
Come on, let’s be friends again! These stories
show how children can learn to be strong.

Great read-aloud stories about
the important subjects of selfconfidence, dealing with feelings,
fighting and making up again.
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112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0019-6
Hoppity Hop is really only a soft toy rabbit,
but he is incredibly cute. And his dearest wish
is to be an Easter bunny! So together with
Jasper, his human, he signs up for the Easter
bunny exam. They busily paint eggs, find the
most amazing hiding places and, with the
help of Mrs Chanella’s great chocolatier,
they create the yummiest chocolate
eggs. Surely the exam will be easy
as eggs, oops: pie!

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0016-5

There was candy sugar crackling in the pot
and the delicious smells of coffee, cheesecake
and a dollop of stewed cherries hung in the
air. It’s easy to guess that in this part of her
journey Anna Lightning learns the letter C.
She meets this letter and all the other letters
in the alphabet on her exciting journey to
Walpurgis Night aboard the ABC train.
And before the train arrives at Blocksberg
Mountain, Anna Lightning and Zack, her
raven, will have had adventures with X, Y, and
Z behind them, too.

This ABC read-aloud book is just
the thing for young languagegame fans of 4 and over. Each
of the 26 stories introduces a
different letter of the alphabet.

Stories to Read-Aloud Age 4+

Stories to Read-Aloud Age 5+

Stories to Read-Aloud Age 6+

A Chaotic Story About Friendship
For Reading Aloud to Children of 6 and Over

Maren von Klitzing / Ina Worms

Susanne Glanzner / Anja Grote

Animal Stories to Read Aloud –
Tigers, Dogs and Kittens

Carly Comet.
The Space Football Championship

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0028-8

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0085-1

Pets, wild animals, soft toy animals, sock
animals: they are all here! The little brown
bear is not in the mood for hibernating,
cuddly toy pig Emma is playing pranks,
Luna, the little owl, is learning to fly, and
the princess and the pirate girl both long
for the same: to have a pet of their own.

Paul always thought going to bed was
really stupid until one night the little space
pilot Carly Comet came tapping on his
window. But what Paul has always really
loved is football! How cool that Carly
comes to take him to the Space Football
Championship. The trophy is the magic
plant Aurora Polaris. But when someone
steals the plant, it’s up to Paul and Carly to
save the interplanetary championship.

A wonderful, interactive book for children
of four and over. It comes with plenty
of ideas for games, questions, craft
suggestions, picture quizzes, and readaloud tips for adults.
Also available:
Powerful Stories to Read Aloud.
Heroes, Friends, Great Deeds
978-3-7707-2735-3
Hilarious Read-Aloud Stories –
Nonsense, Silliness, Tomfoolery
978-3-7707-2733-9
Translation Rights sold to
The Czech Republic

Volume 3 in the series of amazing
adventure books featuring the
clever space explorer Carly Comet.

Also available:

Anne Ameling / Eva Czerwenka

Elli Redcoat – The Exciting Rescue of Castle Dragonheart
192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0054-7

Brushing her coat all the time gets awfully boring! That’s how
Ellie feels. After all, she is a most courageous squirrel. So she goes
in search of adventure and soon meets the ingenious racoon
Wally Washington, and suddenly they find themselves slap in
the middle of an adventure! Castle Dragonheart and their
home, the castle grounds, are up for sale!
And so the two friends drum up all
the large and small animals
that live together in the park.
Their goal is to save their
shared home.

Carly Comet
978-3-7707-0013-4
Carly Comet.
Off to Dragonland!
978-3-7707-0014-1
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Stories to Read-Aloud Age 6+

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight – A Magical
First Day at School

Maluna Moonlight – Magical
Mandalas for Sweet Dreams

Maluna Moonlight – Magical
Mandalas for Starting School

128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-2927-2

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0079-0

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0080-6

Watch out, cones about in the Enchanted
Forest! The little air fairy Minimee Windpuff
is starting school. And she’s not the only
one in the Enchanted Forest! So who do
you think has to take care of everything?
Maluna Moonlight, of course. But luckily the
other inhabitants of the Enchanted Forest
are doing all they can to help her, collecting
everything on the fairy school starters’ list
and together making several pink school
flones (as they call school cones in the
Enchanted Forest). What a magical first
school day it will be!

Maluna Moonlight fires the imagination
and conjures up sweet dreams at bedtime.
The little goodnight fairy’s magical mandala
colouring book is something very special.
That’s because mandalas are mysterious;
they contain the pictures and thoughts of the
whole world. Try one and see how peacefully
you fall sleep.

Sweet dreams at the end of an exciting day at
school! The little goodnight fairy’s magical
mandala colouring book for school beginners
is something very special. That’s because
mandalas are mysterious; they contain the
pictures and thoughts of the whole world. Try
one and see how peacefully you fall sleep.

An enchanting new Maluna story
in tiptop chapter lengths on the
theme of starting school.
The Maluna Series has been sold to Romania
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Also available
(among many other titles in this series):
Maluna Moonlight –
Fairy Adventures in the Enchanted Forest
978-3-7707-4026-0
Maluna Moonlight –
Party Time in the Enchanted Forest!
978-3-7707-2909-8
Maluna Moonlight –
The Little Goodnight Fairy
978-3-7707-4020-8

Activity Pads Age 4+

Christine Thau

Christine Thau

Christine Thau

Christine Thau

Christine Thau

My Nursery School
Puzzle Fun. Football

My Nursery School
Puzzle Fun. Holidays

My Nursery School
Puzzle Fun. Starting School

My Nursery School Puzzle
Fun. World Cup

My Extra-Big Puzzle Pad
for On the Move

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0008-0

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0011-0

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0010-3

80 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0009-7

160 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0089-9

Fantastic puzzle fun for young
football fans! Which path leads to
the football stadium? Can the little
fox score a goal? And how great
the trophy will look when you’ve
coloured it in! Fun with mazes,
fantastic pictures to colour in,
find-the-mistake puzzles and much
more on the topic of football.

Fun puzzles for the holidays. How
many ice cream sundaes can you
count? Who owns the suitcase?
And which path leads to the beach?
You’ll have fantastic puzzle fun
with this mix of colourful puzzles!

Great puzzle fun for smart nursery
school kids! These puzzles make
nursery school lots of fun: dotto-dot pictures, find-the-mistake
puzzles, pictures to colour in and
many more puzzles for young school
starters.

Do the puzzle, score another goal!
Find the shorts that match the
jersey, finish the drawing of the
little football player and find the
mistakes on the football field. You’ll
have loads of fun with this colourful
World Cup puzzle!

For holidays, a long car trip or rainy
days: You’ll have great fun with this
mix of puzzles, guaranteed to beat
boredom wherever you may be! 80
fun nursery school puzzles with
answers on the back.

Forty puzzles, multi- and singlecoloured, for nursery school
children.
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MAXI Picture Books Age 3+

Susanne Lütje / Eleni Livanios

Susanne Lütje / Eleni Livanios

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

The Nicest Grandpa in the World! /
The Nicest Grandma in the World!
A MAXI turn-around book

The Nicest Dad in the World! /
The Nicest Mummy in the World!
A MAXI turn-around book

Beaver has a Fever /
Lobster is a Sobster –
A MAXI turn-around book

What did the Little Fox Hear? /
The Mouse with the Louse –
A MAXI turn-around book

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0100-1

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0103-2

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0104-9

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0105-6

In The Nicest Grandpa in the World,
Grandfather Hedgehog makes paper planes,
Grandpa Bear bakes bilberry cake, and
Granddad Mouse gives his grandchild such a
big push on his rocking horse that he gallops
off around the world. Isn’t it lovely that
animal children also have such wonderful
grandfathers!

In The Nicest Dad in the World, the little
bear’s daddy gives him bread and honey, the
little hare plays hide and seek with Daddy
Hare, and Father Dog carries his little
puppy home on his back when he is too tired
to walk any further. And the human daddy
tucks his child into bed and sings him a
lullaby until he falls asleep.

“Oh no,” groans the beaver. “I think I have a
fever!” Straight away, all his friends want to
help him. The ferret sends him to bed, the
snail gives him a blanket, the rabbit provides
a cold compress and they all get together to
cook him hot soup! How could the beaver fail
to get better now!

“Oh no,“ says the mouse. “I think I’ve got a
louse.” However will the mouse get rid of
it? The lamb, the rat, the bear and the cat
all want to help, but neither combing nor
scratching does the trick. What a good thing
that at some point the little louse has simply
had enough and decides to leave, and says
thanks and goodbye, waving as its goes.

And in The Nicest Grandma in the World,
Nana Elephant and the elephant child pick
a lovely bunch of flowers together, Granny
Hamster speeds down the hill with the
little hamster, and Granny Mole takes her
grandchild on a treasure hunt. No wonder
children all love their grandmothers!

In The Nicest Mummy in the World, we
want to find out whose mummy is the
nicest in the world. Is it the squirrel whose
mummy rocks him in her arms? Or the polar
bear whose mummy makes him hot tea? Or
perhaps the little fox whose mummy kisses
away the pain when he hurts himself? In the
end, one thing is clear: every child has the
nicest mummy in the world!
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And who will help the little lobster?
“Boohoo,” sobs the lobster. “I am so
miserable.” The other animals are worried
about their friend and try to comfort the little
lobster and cheer him up. The plaice gives
him a great big hug, the mussels snuggle up
to him, and the starfish puts its arms around
him. But none of this is enough to make him
feel better. Then the seahorse swims up to
her darling lobster, and now he’s happy again.

What did the little fox hear? Was that the
owl? Or the cockerel? Or perhaps the piglet?
No – they all make very different sounds. But
then the little fox discovers where the sound
is coming from: from his mummy, of course!

MAXI Picture Books Age 3+

Rüdiger Bertram / Daniel Sohr

Sonja Fiedler-Tresp / Daniel Sohr

Sarah Bosse / Constanze Schargan

Henriette Wich / Stefanie Scharnberg

Short Police Stories

Short Train Stories

Short Farm Stories

Short Fire Brigade Stories

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0107-0

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0108-7

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0109-4

24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0106-3

A storybook packed with exciting and
turbulent adventures to read aloud. For all
police fans, young and not so young!

For all train fans, young and not so young!
Mary travels on an ICE train, Leo goes on an
outing with his nursery school and visits the
railway mission, and Christian takes a train
trip with a real steam engine.

Holiday time at last! Ian and Lara are visiting
Nana and Granddad on the farm, where they
have an exciting time riding on the tractor,
playing in the maize field and watching the
little piglets.

Nee-naw, nee-naw! Here comes the fire
engine, its siren wailing whenever there’s a
fire to put out. But the fire brigade also helps
in other ways: pumping oil from the lake or
rescuing a little kitten caught in a tree.

The many colour pictures make these varied stories even more appealing
to small children. You can look at them together and read them aloud.
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Picture Books Age 3+

Picture Books Age 3+

Picture Books Age 4+

Astrid Korntheuer / Dorothee Haentjes-Holländer

Ann Cathrin Raab

The Cat-and-Mouse Discovery
Picture Book

Matti and Momo’s Crazy Adventures.
A Draw-it-Yourself Story!

32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0035-6

40 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0885-3

When Oscar Mouse pinches a bag of sweets
from Lucy the cat, it’s the beginning of a wild
chase through mountains, mazes and forests.
And there are lots of surprises to spot before
the pair make up again beneath the Sweets
Tree, including fish made from towel holders
and clothes-peg plants. In a nutshell, this book
is teeming with everyday objects in amazing
guises for children to spot.

Have you met Matti and Momo? You can see
Matti on the first page, but how does Momo
look? Draw him in the book the way you see
him in your mind’s eye, then the pair can
fly away and have exciting adventures: they
discover a fascinating island, meet strange
creatures and capture a gigantic monster.
Happily, everything will turn out fine if you
lend them a hand.

There’s a Thief on the Loose!
An Interactive Picture Book With Over 50 Flaps

Eva Dax / Sabine Dully

Master Thief Eddie. A Fast-Moving Chase with Vanishing Flaps!
20 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0801-3

The fox’s security blanket goes missing while he’s asleep. A short time later, a
big chunk of cheese disappears from rat’s store. As the pair follow the thief, they
meet more and more animals who have also had things stolen. They all join in the
frantic chase and in the end they discover who pinched all their nice things –
it was Eddie, the racoon. They find him sitting by the river engulfed in a cloud of
bath suds, washing everything – he just wanted to do everyone a good turn.
Also available:
Miss Hic and the Puffy Fart
978-3-7891-0368-1
Translation Rights sold to Turkey, France and Belgium /
The Netherlands.
English translation available!
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You Are Oh So Horribly Handsome!
978-3-7891-3392-3
Translation Rights sold to Denmark, Luxemburg, Mexico, USA,
UK, Australia, New Zealand, Belgium/The Netherlands

This slightly different discovery
picture book reflects current
upcycling and DIY trends
Creates fantastical worlds
with objects from daily life

An interactive picture book for young
artists with lots of imagination
The scrawls-and-scribble concept
built into a picture-book story
A creative, interactive book kids will
want to look at again and again

Picture Book Non-Fiction Age 4+

Picture Books Age 5+

Nature Clocks: A Hit With Families
Long Seller: Revised Content and Presentation

Robert Scheffner / Eva Dax

Cornell and the Toaster
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0907-2

Irmgard Lucht

Una Jacobs

The Green Nature Clock –
The Year of Meadow, Forest and Birds

The Blooming Nature Clock – Around the Year
with the Sun, Butterflies and Flowers

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0068-4

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0067-7

A declaration of love to nature: The green nature clock
takes nature lovers into the mysterious realm of the forest,
shows them how birds live, and reveals the meadow
as a diverse community of plants and animals.

A declaration of love to nature: The blooming nature clock
takes you through the year with the aid of the sun, its energy
and warmth. Read about the fascinating life of butterflies
and the special friendship between animals and flowers.

Friendships arise when you least expect them.
Cornell and his toaster are the very best of
friends. There’s nothing they like better than
to have breakfast together. But one day, the
toaster breaks down. Cornell is inconsolable.
Of all people, could Cornell’s scary neighbour
be the person who can help the friends?

A story of friendship charmingly
presented in stop-motion look, for fans
of children’s and adult cartoons.

The modern yet nostalgic look of the cover
precisely captures the spirit of our times.
Translation Rights sold to China
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Beginning Readers Ages 6+

NEW
SERIES

Rüdiger Bertram / Heribert Schulmeyer

Susanne Lütje / Heiko Krischker

Ursel Scheffler / Julia Gerigk

Bjarne Blomkvist / Lisa Brenner

The Monster Family
Has a Good Roar!

Book Hunting with
Reader Rat Otilie

Paula at the Pony Stables.
The Gymkhana

A Case for Three.
The Museum Thief

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0843-3

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0890-7

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0492-3

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0842-6

A roaring good read! Paul is growing up as a
member of a monster family. For as long as
he can remember, living with Mum and Dad
monster and his monster brother and sister
has been perfectly normal. So naturally he
thinks he’s a monster, too. He’s never known
anything else. He loves his family and they
love him. At monster school, Paul has to learn
how to roar really loudly, but at first he can’t.
Will Paul pass his roaring test in the end?

Interactive adventures with reader rat Otilie!
Otilie is terribly excited because Year One of
the local primary school is planning a visit
to Mrs Number Nip’s bookshop today. She is
just putting on her hat, when there’s a ring at
the doorbell: the visitors have arrived! Otilie
sets to work, showing the children her bright,
colourful world of books and all the things
that can be hidden inside them. Together they
even solve the odd tricky puzzle.

It’s all so exciting! Paula and Sina are
practising hard with their ponies because
they’re being allowed to take part in the
gymkhana that’s coming up soon. Then a
new girl turns up at the stables. Her name is
Alice and she’s a real show-off and she sneaks
extra food to her pony, Nero, so that he will be
stronger than all the other ponies. Paula’s first
gymkhana is causing so much excitement!
Now, who do you think will be the winner?

Read the story and help to solve the mystery!
There’s been a break-in at the museum. The
odd thing is that although nothing has been
stolen, one painting has somehow become two
overnight. The original was taken down and is
now leaning against the wall – twice! Which
of the two pictures is the original, which the
forgery? At first glance, the pictures seem
identical. But inspecting them closely, the three
detectives Carlo, Semra and Ben discover tiny
differences. Will they track down the culprit?

The first in a new series by the
successful COOLMAN author duo,
Bertram / Schulmeyer
Comic illustrations in the book will
have even the boys who are not very
interested in reading picking up a book
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A visit to Otilie’s colourful world
of books, affectionately written
and with modern illustrations,
a host of rhymes and fun puzzles.

A new story for horse-mad girls by
bestselling author Ursel Scheffler

Also availabe:
Also availabe:
Otilie Catches the Book Thief
978-3-7891-0772-6
The Reader Rat’s ABC
978-3-7891-0773-3

The interactive crime series for young
sleuths, with comic-style illustrations
Also availabe:

Paula at the Pony Stables.
Last-Minute Rescue
978-3-7891-2385-6

A Case for Three.
A Mysterious Break-in
978-3-7891-0807-5

Paula On the Pony Farm.
Don’t Be Afraid, Little Pony!
978-3-7891-2387-0

A Case for Three.
The Mysterious Will
978-3-7891-0808-2

Beginning Readers Ages 6+

Children’s Fiction Ages 6+

Erhard Dietl

Erhard Dietl

Barbara Rose/Naeko Ishida

Barbara Rose/Naeko Ishida

The Ogglies. Oggly-Grandpa’s
Toadiest Adventure

The Ogglies in Dinosaur Land

The Fairy School.
Great Story Magic

The Fairy School.
The Great Blossom Festival

208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0921-8

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0868-6

Rosalie’s seventh birthday is also her first
day at school, Blossomwood School to be
exact, where she hears about the fairy
letterbox into which human children post
their wishes. On her way there, Rosalie
gets lost in Magenta Wood, but her friends
soon come to her aid. In the second book, a
letter from the fairy letterbox goes missing
in Blossomwood and everyone who lives in
Giggleblossom Meadow helps her to find it.

Rosalie is jealous of her little sister. Flo is
always sitting on Daddy’s lap, and even Yokkel,
Rosalie’s best friend, is mad about Flo. One day,
when Rosalie is sleeping over at Nikki and her
five sisters’ house, she notices how nice it can
be to have brothers or sisters. And she starts to
wonder whether she and Flo could be so close?
A short while later, at the Fairy School’s Great
Blossom Festival to which family members
are invited, Flo charms everyone. Can she win
Rosalie’s heart, too?

112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0899-0

64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0841-9

Off to bed! It’s nighttime, but the Oggly
children are still wide awake. Not even
Oggly- Mummy’s lullaby settles them
down. So Oggly-Grandpa starts to spin
them a toady Oggly yarn all about the
days when he was a deep-sea Oggly
diver, an Oggly astronaut up in space and
an Oggly sailor on the high seas. And he
tells them about his legendary longsleeper record. Now that’s a record the
Oggly children naturally want to beat!

Professor Fizzywine has built a time machine!
And it catapults the Oggly children straight
back to prehistoric times. Who do they meet
there but a small dinosaur who’s looking for
his mummy? Obviously, the Ogglies help him
in his search! Very soon they realise that life in
prehistoric times is pretty dangerous. Not only
are there some sinister lizards after the baby
dinosaur, but a ravenous T-rex, too. Will the
Ogglies be able to get the baby to safety before
Fizzywine fetches them back to Smelliville?

A new series, a new age group,
closing the gap between picture
book and children’s book

Added extra: Magical fairy
landscapes and detachable stickers
are an open invitation to play

4 more volumes available in this series!

A magical two-book volume
Many more titles available
in the Ogglie Series!
An Oggly adventure by Erhard
Dietl for children of six and over

More than 50.000 copies sold
of the series!
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Children’s Fiction Age 7+

Children’s Fiction Age 8+

Children’s Fiction Age 8+

For Young Book Lovers
A Magical, Warm-hearted Adventure

More than 40.000
copies sold of the
whole series!
The fourth book about
Mrs Owl’s magical bookshop
Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

Barbara Rose / Angela Glökler

The Sat Returns on Saturday

Camilla’s Mysterious Kitchen
Magic. Courage Tastes Good!

176 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0825-9

Translation Rights sold to:
England (English World)
and The Czech Republic

224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0875-4

For the forth generation of SAMS-Readers
we chose new, modern illustrations to match
with today’s taste. Nina Dulleck caught the
spirit of this classic.
Paul Maar’s timeless stories about the
cheeky Sat are simply never boring, and
most certainly not with the new full
colour illustrations.

Typically Sat: Anarchy and humour
instead of established conventions
and boredom
A total of over 4.5 million
Sat books sold

It’s been some time since Camilla was
in Birkenberg and now the flowers in the
greenhouse are drooping and the high-tech
gadgets belonging to Missi’s father have
found their way back into the kitchen. When
the meal for a wedding party is a disaster,
it becomes very clear that the Sugarswords
need Camilla’s help. Perhaps she can also
dispel Spoon-Ida’s doubts with her courage
cake, apply for a scholarship in Switzerland
and encourage Missi’s classmate Flo to
audition as a singer for the new school band.

Likeable characters, heartwarming illustrations and
recipes to follow at home

Also available:
The Sat Celebrates Christmas
978-3-7891-0816-7
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A Weel Full of Saturdays
978-3-7891-0815-0

Also available:
Camilla’s Mysterious
Kitchen Magic
978-3-7891-0794-8

Katja Frixe / Florentine Prechtl

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes. The Wild Four
176 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0070-6

You can never have enough books or chocolate tarts! Mrs Owl’s bookshop is due
for an inspection. But she is very busy just now, with seeing that everything in
Mrs Ting’s Chocolate Heaven is in order, looking after Gustaf the lovesick cat
and dealing with a number of books that keep stepping
out of line. In all the chaos, Mr Slurze sees his chance.
Luckily, Mrs Owl has Clara at her side.
Also available:
		
		

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes
978-3-7915-0021-8

		
		
		

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes.
Harry – the mysterious Hamster
978-3-7915-0043-0

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes.
Chocolate cakes for Everyone
978-3-7915-0051-5

Children’s Fiction Age 8+

Children’s Fiction Age 8+

A Story of Friendship and Identity
A Pig With a Horn and its Heart in the Right Place!

NEW
SERIES

Erhard Dietl

Marliese Arold

Creative Play with the Ogglies –
With 30 Toady Tips

Die Fantastic Eleven.
The Best Players on Any Pitch!

96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0512-5

256 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0516-3

Creative play with the Ogglies! It’s just
Oggly-crazy what can be found on the rubbish
tip! The Ogglies have long known that you
can make great use of all the lovely old stuff:
cheesy-feet slippers, for instance. And
because DIY and upcycling are all the rage
these days, the Ogglies pass on some amazing
tips that are child’s play to follow.

For all football-crazy kids of 8 and over!
Florian may have to move to a boring place
with this father, but luckily it’s where the
Fantastic 11 play. And they are supposedly
the best footballers far and wide. If that
isn’t a stroke of luck!

Affectionately illustrated instructions
describe every single step in detail. Ideal for
one creative pair of hands or for the entire
family. These tips make it great fun to play
with the Ogglies!

Perfect read for Boys!
This special edition contains
the stories “Coach Wanted”,
“Ready for the National League”
and “The Opening Match”.

Selected for
New Books
in German
The message – be
happy with who you
are! – is conveyed with
humour and charm.
Discovery: Anna Böhm’s debut
reveals exceptional talent.

Anna Böhm / Susanne Göhlich

Emmi and Unipig. Anyone can be a Unicorn!
208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0889-1

In Pixietown, every child gets a fabulous creature for their tenth
birthday. Emmi’s big day is just around the corner and she is quite
sure her creature will be a unicorn, a graceful, delicate unicorn.
But when the day arrives, what does she see trotting towards
her through the magical mist? A unipig! Emmi cannot imagine a
fabulous creature less magical than this plump pink dumpling.
As luck would have it, half the school already knows that
Emmi wanted a unicorn, so a unipig is of course quite
simply the last thing in the world she
needs just now. But Emmi doesn’t
yet know quite how unique the
unipig is!
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Children’s Fiction Age 9+

Children’s Fiction Age 10+

An Exciting Adventure Story
Featuring the Smartest Gang of Sleuths Since Emil and the Detectives

Nina Weger / Nina Dulleck

Sabine Ludwig / Pe Grigo

The Heroines Club. Bear on the
Loose at Boarding School

Serafina’s Secret. Abracadabra

By crime writer
Simone Buchholz

224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0065-2

224 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0879-2

Alarm at the Matilda Imperatrix! Who
destroyed the boarding school’s bee hives?
Pina, Flo and Blanca immediately pick up the
trail and discover that it was none other than
a little bear that’s wandering the woods. Pina,
in particular, feels for the baby bear because
she knows exactly what it’s like to be all alone
and without parents. But a small bear is no
cuddly toy, of course and before long panic
breaks out among the girls. A bear, so close to
their school, isn’t that terribly dangerous?
Volume 1: The Heroines Club.
Kidnapping at Boarding School
978-3-7891-0465-7
Volume 2: The Heroines Club.
High Treason at Boarding School
978-3-7891-0466-4
Translation Rights sold to
Turkey and Romania
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More than 26.000 copies
sold of the series!

Great fun with a cheeky little witch for
girls who are mad about magic! After her
parents’ terrible mishap, Serafina is only
allowed to do magic in an emergency.
But what’s an emergency if not Greatgreat-uncle Alfonso’s letter describing
the mysterious machinations going on
in Wurtsberg! The little witch with the
bright red hair immediately grabs her cat
Lucifer and sets off to blow the lid off a
great soup conspiracy. Surely a little bit
of magic can’t be wrong!

A fully revised, beautifully
illustrated new edition of
bestselling author Sabine
Ludwig’s enchanting book
Volume 2 to be published
in Autumn 2018

Simone Buchholz / Horst Klein

Johnny and the Chip Gang – We are the Fastest!
160 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0026-3

Johnny lives down by the harbour, which also happens to be his gang’s
territory. They usually meet at Cherry’s chip van, or in the best hiding place
in the world – and that is under Vicar Lionleg’s church. But sometimes it gets
a bit boring to be always hanging around the harbour. Maybe it’s time for
something new, for a real adventure! And before they know it, the Chip Gang
find themselves in pretty deep water.

Children’s Fiction Age 10+

Children’s Fiction Age 10+

The Alpha Cru is off to Norway

Action-packed, Exciting and Funny!

The New Nook in the Bestselling Merpeople Saga

Book 2 in the Series Featuring the Gods’ Coolest Agent of All Time

The environmental theme is
perfect for the target audience.

BESTSELLING
SERIES

Brimming with
humour and action

The series has been sold to: Belgium /
The Netherlands, Bulgaria, Denmark,
Japan, Romania, The Czech Republic
and Slovakia

Fresh, cool, perfect
cover design for the
target readership.

English sample translation available

Tanya Stewner

Frauke Scheunemann / John Kelly

Alea Aquarius. The Power of the Tides

Henry Smart. On a Mission for the Gods

336 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0888-4

288 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0424-4

The great merpeople adventure continues! Fleeing from Doctor Orion, the
Alpha Cru sails to Norway, where an oil rig has sprung a leak. Can Alea
and the Magicals prevent a catastrophic oil spill? Will she meet the Whale
Wanderer and find a way, with the help of the merkids, to rid the magical
underwater world of the virus?

The gods’ coolest agent of all time is back! Henry is happy to be at school again. Life is so
beautifully boring far away from all the gods and dwarves! But then Hilda turns up out of
the blue in his classroom. This can only mean one thing: the god boss is summoning him
for another mission. There’s no way he can talk himself out of it and so Henry soon finds
himself on board a flight to Paris. Apparently, a certain D’Artagnan has reported dwarf
activities there. D’Artagnan? Isn’t he one of the Musketeers? What does he have to do with
the Nibelungs’ gold? Henry suspects this is all the boredom he’s going to be getting for
some time. Instead, there’s plenty of action in store for him in the Catacombs of Paris.

More than 250.000
copies of the series sold!

Movie Rights Sold
Also available:
Alea Aquarius. The Call of the Water
978-3-7891-4747-0
Alea Aquarius. The Colours of the Sea
978-3-7891-4748-7
Alea Aquarius. The Secret of the Oceans
978-3-7891-4749-4

Volume 1:
Henry Smart.
Working for
the God Boss
978-3-7891-0423-7
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Children’s Fiction Age 10+

Young Adults Age 12+

Young Adults Age 12+

Suddenly Transformed!
Transformation Guaranteed, Falling in Love a Possibility

By the bestselling author of
Scary Harry: Volume 1 of the new
Suddenly Transformed trilogy

“The Circle”
for Teenagers

Perfect reading for girls of 12 and over
A touch of magic, first love
and the topsy-turvy chaos
of everyday catastrophes

Antonia Michaelis / Claudia Carls

Wind and the Secret Summer
300 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0869-3

When 10-year-old John-Marlon slips
through a gap in a fence in the middle
of town one day to find himself on a
deserted, run-down building site, he
has no idea that what he sees before him
will be his summer paradise. There,
he joins a group of children led by a girl
called Wind. Together they spend an
amazing time filled with adventure
and imagination amid rampant nature
and crumbling walls. But Wind has a
secret, and when the summer is over,
everything will be different.

The Bilberry House
978-3-7891-4300-7
41.000 copies sold
in Germany!
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Tobias Rafael Junge / Nils Andersen

Darkworld.
The Secret Code
240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0075-1

Sonja Kaiblinger / Daniela Kohl

Enchanted at First Sight
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0071-3

Up to this Friday, everything in Ophelia’s life had been boringly normal,
at least as normal as it can be when you have three aunties and a twin
sister who can change into a clown fish or a waitress at the drop of a hat.
Fifteen-year-old Ophelia has enough on her plate coping with all this chaos,
so the last thing she wants is to suddenly have the same shape-changing
ability. But maybe a bit of magic could help her make Adrian, the boy of her
dreams, fall in love with her. Or would it be better to just be herself?

Anton’s family has only barely escaped an arson
attack. Who was responsible for it? Is it the
terrorist organization Blackbyte, as the media
are saying, or perhaps Dataland, the company
where Anton’s mother is working on research
into artificial intelligence, as his Internet
friend Nico claims? And what has Uncle Dirk
got to do with it all? Everyone is trying to make
Anton believe a different truth. Who can he
trust? A single mistake would be fatal …

Darkworld is a breathtakingly
exciting, blog-style science fiction
thriller with pixel images, memos,
catch lines and statistics.

Volume 2:
Confused by the Second Kiss –
due for publication in autumn 2018

Also available:

Volume 3:
Transformed in the Nick of Time –
due for publication in spring 2019

Deadwater.
The Logbook
978-3-7915-0049-2

Young Adults Age 14+

Young Adults Age 15+

NEW
SERIES

Andreas Götz

Tine Körner

Ira Severin

Bad Boys and Little Bitches.
Little Sins

Love Song.
Wherever You Are

Heartbeat.
More than a kiss

Heartbeat.
Crush on you

336 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0765-8

320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0500-2

320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0513-2

320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0520-0

Loner Conni is convinced there’s no such thing
as friendship! And he’s dead set on proving it to
the Bad Boys and the Little Bitches by splitting
them up from the inside. He knows the four
friends’ weaknesses and involves one after the
other in secret actions designed to show him
up us as a completely self-centred hypocrite.
Conni’s plan seems to be working, but when
Lizzy suddenly has an accident and her friends
risk their lives to save her, the true meaning of
friendship becomes clear. Conni realises his
mistake and has to apologise.

Rock Star Love: Beyond Glamour.

Harper, 17, is on her way to stay with her
mother in California, but instead of travelling
on the bus, she’s sitting in the passenger
seat of a total stranger’s car. An almost total
stranger, at least – very much to Harper’s own
surprise, they have already kissed. Luc turns
out to be an amusing travel companion and
Harper feels increasingly drawn to him, and
then they spend the night together and she
loses her heart to him completely. But not only
is she running away from her past, Luc also
has a secret that puts their love to a tough test.

When Katie meets sexy Doug, there’s
immediately a spark between them. But
after their secret meeting full of tenderness,
he keeps on avoiding her. When Katie hears
a rumour that Doug was to blame for the fire
that put her father in a wheelchair, she feels
as though her heart is about to break.

A fascinating web of intrigues
and lies – for all fans of the TV
series “13 Reasons Why.”

Lea finds an anonymous letter that seems
to say what she feels. Then she hears the
same words in a song by a singer called
Nico and she realises she simply has
to meet him. But Nico is arrogant and
unapproachable and Nico’s manager has
plans of his own with the young man.

This mix is a hit:
a family secret,
love and the
music business

Sandra Wright

The new series for fans of sensual
love stories about powerful
emotions and intense attraction.

Powerful emotions and
intense attraction beyond
schoolyard crushes

Volume 1:
Bad Boys and Little Bitches
978-3-7891-0764-1
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Marah Woolf

Young Adults Age 14+

The brilliant finale of the DIVINE
SPARK trilogy by Marah Woolf
English sample translation available

© Rene Brandes

Translation Rights sold to Hungary

Marah Woolf was born in

Saxony-Anhalt, Germany, in
1971 and still lives there today
with her husband and three
children. She studied history
and politics and made her
great dream come true when
she published her first novel
in 2011. Since then, her books
have sold more than a million
times over, in both e-book
and paperback format. For
her research, Marah and her
family lived for a full year in
Scotland.

Marah Woolf is one of
the most successful selfpublishers in Germany.
To date, over 1,000,000
copies of her novels
(e-book, paperback, audio
book) have been sold.
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Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

DivineSpark. Don’t Leave Me

FeatherLight.
Like Falling Snow
(First Book)

FeatherLight.
Like the Murmur of Time
(Second Book)

310 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0528-6

316 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0529-3

Eliza normally only has adventures
in front of the television with her
friend Sky and a bag of crisps. But
then she stumbles across a portal in
the wood and now, amazingly, she
has been chosen to retrieve a magic
snow globe for the elves. But Eliza
doesn’t see anything magical in the
elves, instead they seem conceited
and awkward to her (one of them in
particular). But now that her world
has already been turned upside
down, Eliza is not going to let herself
be beaten – and most definitely not
by an elf.

Madly in love with Elfworld! Eliza
is torn. What do these elves want?
First they lure her into their world
and are not particularly nice to
her when she gets there, and once
she has retrieved their snow globe
for them, they think they can just
shut her out of Elfworld forever? If
Eliza is honest, she misses Cassian
terribly. But then Eliza receives
a message saying that Leylin is
once again in grave danger, and she
decides to rush to Elfworld’s aid
once more.

464 Pages
ISBN 978-3-7915-0042-3

This is love at its most powerful. There’s a traitor loose among the
gods in Monterey and soon it is impossible to tell friend from foe.
Agrios is prepared to use any means to gain possession of the staff
of honour and so to seal his power on Mount Olympus. Only together
can Jess and Cayden succeed in putting an end to the battle of the
gods. Jess is not yet ready to forgive Cayden, though, but does that
mean she is willing to sacrifice him?

DivineSpark.
Don’t Love Me
978-3-7915-0029-4
DivineSpark.
Don’t Hate Me
978-3-7915-0041-6

Following the popular series BookLess and DivineSpark,
this is the third exciting saga by Marah Woolf.

Young Adults Age 14+

Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

Marah Woolf

FeatherLight.
Like the Sound of Silence
(Third Book)

FeatherLight.
Like Shadows in the Light
(Fourth Book)

FeatherLight.
Like Mist on the Wind
(Fifth Book)

FeatherLight.
Like a Fairy’s Kiss
(Sixth Book)

FeatherLight.
Like a Spark of Happiness
(Seventh Book)

372 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0531-6

310 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0532-3

368 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0533-0

310 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0534-7

300 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8415-0535-4

Between worlds, crossed hearts.
Eliza is determined to going
back to leading a normal life and
forgetting all about Cassian.
After all, she’s pretty sure he’s not
shedding any tears over her. When
her father unexpectedly returns
from a dig and a mysterious casket
comes into Eliza’s possession, she
becomes mixed up in another dark
adventure. And suddenly she needs
Cassian’s help. Will he be able to
save her?

A prisoner in Elfworld! Eliza has
started university in Stirling.
When her friends Sky and Frazer
come on a visit, they persuade her
to accept an invitation from the Elf
Queen to the Saimhain Festival.
Despite all her good intentions to
avoid Cassian, Eliza gives in and
soon the friends find themselves
with Cassian in a house where are
strange goings-on. Eliza appears to
be the only one able to recall her real
life, and she and her friends have to
make great sacrifices to find their
way back again.

A love with no future. Eliza is
devastated: Grace is dead and
Cassian can only regain his sight
if he marries Opal. Eliza is faced
with the task of carrying the seal
of the Beliozar to safety, but the
magicians are growing more and
more powerful. Eliza has no choice
but to rely on help from her friends
and in the end she discovers why
she, of all people, has a connection
with the world of magic.

The magical world is in grave
danger! Cassian and Eliza are
banished and Damian de Winter is
seizing power. It’s only a question
of time now until the two missing
seals fall into his hands. Eliza
knows that she is in great danger.
Then a message arrives for her
from Elisian, the Elf Queen, and
the friends must decide how much
they are willing to risk to save the
magical world.

The final battle for the magical world
and love! A return to Leylin is out of
the question for Eliza and Cassian.
However, the longer the battle continues,
the more frequently Eliza asks herself
what will become of the love between
Cassian and herself if they cannot turn
the tide of battle in their favour.
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Peter Wohlleben – Children's Non-Fiction Age 6+

Our International Bestseller
Peter Wohllebens's First Book for Young Readers

An appeal for people to be more mindful
in their attitude to the environment,
nature protection and sustainability
by bestselling author Peter Wohlleben
Translation Rights sold to Denmark, Estonia, France,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Norway, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, South Korea, Spain (Spanish World Rights),
The Czech Republic, The Netherlands, Turkey, USA, UK
and Canada (English World Rights)

Peter Wohlleben

Can You Hear The Trees Talking?
A Short Journey of Discovery in the Woods
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0822-8

Explore the woods, discover the surprises they hold and have fun
with Peter Wohlleben! Do trees have a language of their own? Do tree
children have a nursery? Why are wild animals frightened of people?
Peter Wohlleben answers questions that are unusual, original
and often very funny. His easy-to-understand and nearly always
surprising answers help children to see life in the woods with new
eyes. The gifted storyteller draws on his decades of experience as a
forest ranger as well as the latest research findings.

More than 67.000 copies sold
in Germany since September 2017
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